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Abstract

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is the sole candidate site for underground disposal of high-level radioactive waste in the United States. The

mountain is composed of Tertiary (12.8–11.6 Ma) volcanic tuff, cut by west-dipping normal faults that divide the mountain into north-

trending, east-dipping cuestas. Geologic characterization of Yucca Mountain by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has focused on

mapping lithostratigraphic units, faults (including single plane, small-displacement surfaces of discontinuity, and large-displacement fault

zones), and fractures (quasi-planar zones that have experienced loss of cohesion, including joints, partially mineralized joints, veins, and

small-displacement faults). Faults and fractures are important to repository design because they affect seismic hazard, rockfall, and fluid

transmissivity in the surrounding rock mass. Geologic maps and detailed studies of rock pavements and tunnel walls reveal that faults and

fractures within Yucca Mountain are not uniform in orientation or intensity. We investigate two aspects of distributed deformation arising

from fault displacement patterns at Yucca Mountain. First, fault-parallel strains (elongation parallel to cutoff lines where stratigraphic

horizons intersect fault planes) develop as a result of lateral fault displacement gradients. Using existing data, we analyze the likely state of

strain in fault blocks at Yucca Mountain. Second, fault-strike-perpendicular strains can develop where two normal faults propagate past each

other. A component of the total strain is distributed into the surrounding rock to produce synthetic layer dip or a network of smaller faults and

fractures. We find that small-scale faulting and fracturing at Yucca Mountain is variable and is strongly controlled by larger scale fault

system architecture.

q 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Yucca Mountain, Nevada is located within the south-

western part of the Basin and Range province, on the eastern

margin of the Walker Lane Belt (Fig. 1a). It is the proposed

site for the permanent disposal of high-level radioactive

waste in the United States. The region is experiencing

strike-slip and extensional deformation that has been active

since the beginning of the Cenozoic (65 Ma) (see, for

example, Snow and Wernicke, 2000). The region remains

tectonically active as indicated by evidence for Quaternary

(including Holocene) to present-day faulting (Harmsen,

1994; Simonds et al., 1995; Ferrill et al., 1996a,b), and

Quaternary volcanism (Connor and Hill, 1995; Connor et al.,

2000). Yucca Mountain itself is composed of faulted and

fractured Miocene volcanic tuffs erupted from calderas in

the Southwest Nevada Volcanic Field 15 to 9 million years

ago, and deposited primarily as pyroclastic flow and ash fall

deposits (Byers et al., 1976; Sawyer et al., 1994; Buesch and

Spengler, 1998; Potter et al., 2002). The Tiva Canyon Tuff

(12.7 Ma) of the Paintbrush Group makes up the main

surface exposures of Yucca Mountain. The proposed

repository would be hosted within the Topopah Spring

Tuff (12.8 Ma), also of the Paintbrush Group. Angular

unconformities and fault-related depocenters within the tuff

sequence at Yucca Mountain indicate that faulting and tuff

deposition occurred over the same period of time, and some

volcanic and fault slip events may have been simultaneous

and genetically linked (e.g. Carr, 1990; Day et al., 1998b;

Fridrich, 1999; Dunne et al., 2003). Most faults at Yucca

Mountain are either north-trending normal faults or north-

west-trending, dextral strike-slip faults. The larger faults in

these two orientations bound the fault blocks of Yucca

Mountain (e.g. the Abandoned Wash, Solitario Canyon,

Fatigue Wash, Northern Windy Wash, and Drill Hole Wash
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Fig. 1. (a) Shaded relief map (from U.S. Geological Survey, 1999) showing location of Yucca Mountain within Walker Lane and Basin and Range

physiographic province (after Twiss and Moores, 1992; figure 1 in Oldow, 1992). (b) Location map of Yucca Mountain illustrating mapped faults (black lines)

(Day et al., 1998a), and the surface projections of the two tunnels (red lines): Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF), and the Enhanced Characterization of the

Repository block (ECRB). Background is an Ikonos-2 image from Space Imaging.
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faults; Fig. 1b). Some northwest-trending faults are normal

faults, accommodating extension in relay ramps between

overlapping normal faults (Ferrill et al., 1999a).

Faults are defined here to include single plane, small-

displacement surfaces of discontinuity, and large-displace-

ment fault zones. We define fractures as quasi-planar zones

that have experienced loss of cohesion, including joints,

partially mineralized joints, veins, and small-displacement

faults. The fault and fracture framework of Yucca Mountain

and its environs are important to technical considerations

with respect to the location, design, and long-term

performance of the proposed waste repository. The United

States Department of Energy (DOE) has responsibility for

characterizing Yucca Mountain as a proposed high-level

radioactive waste repository site, and the design of the

proposed repository. Faults and fractures provide potential

pathways for fluid movement, and bound blocks of rock that

may fall from the walls and ceiling of excavated waste

emplacement drifts. Therefore, the fault and fracture

framework is a key factor in repository design and

performance. Thus far, detailed fault and fracture charac-

terization at Yucca Mountain has concentrated on an area

between the Solitario Canyon and Bow Ridge faults (Fig.

1b; CRWMS M&O, 2001). These two faults have maximum

Fig. 1 (continued )
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Fig. 2. Views of the Geologic Framework Model version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b). (a) View of the model from the ground surface down to the top of the

Repository Host Horizon (RHH). (b) View of the model showing the top of the RHH and underlying stratigraphy to illustrate the fault gaps. The Exploratory

Studies Facility (ESF) is displayed as a solid yellow line where it lies above the RHH and a dashed yellow line where it lies within it. The Ghost Dance–

Abandoned Wash fault system is highlighted by a gray rectangle. (c) View of the RHH cutoff lines against faults modeled within the Geologic Framework

Model. Fault surfaces between the hanging wall and footwall cutoff lines are constructed and the model is then placed in a stress tensor field—in this case

s1 ¼ vertical, 21 MPa, s2 ¼ horizontal, azimuth 0008, 17 MPa, and s3 ¼ horizontal, azimuth 2708, 6 MPa. Here bedding is assumed to have been horizontal

prior to fault motion. Cutoff elongations are calculated for each segment of each cutoff line and displayed color-coded according to the scale.
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Fig. 3. Displacement gradients and distributed deformation. Cutoff lines are color-coded for elongation strain according to the color scale. (a) Rigid footwall,

deformed hanging wall, dip-slip. (b) Rigid footwall, deformed hanging wall, right-lateral normal oblique-slip. (c) Rigid footwall, deformed hanging wall, left-

lateral normal oblique-slip. (d) Deformed footwall and hanging wall, right-lateral normal oblique-slip, variable displacement gradient. (e) Cutoff elongation

strain developed as a result of a propagating normal fault. Deformation is depicted as being preferentially partitioned into the hanging wall because this is likely

common at Yucca Mountain (Ferrill and Morris, 2001). (f) Displacement deficit compensation and cutoff elongation where two faults interact, combine to

develop small faults sub-parallel to, and a connecting fault oblique to the regional trend, respectively.
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throws of 450 and 150 m, respectively, and are two of the

largest faults that cut Yucca Mountain. Two tunnels, the

Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) and Enhanced Charac-

terization of the Repository Block (ECRB), have been

excavated in order to aid the characterization of the main

repository block with respect to rock type, faults, and

fractures (Mongano et al., 1999; CRWMS M&O, 2000b)

(Fig. 1b). The detailed data have not been linked to the

larger structural elements of Yucca Mountain, and models

to assist in the prediction of small faults and fractures in

areas outside the tunnels are generally lacking. In this paper,

we use existing data (e.g. Day et al., 1998a,b), including that

acquired by the DOE (e.g. CRWMS M&O, 1998), to

evaluate displacement patterns on mapped faults at Yucca

Mountain to better understand structural controls on small-

scale faulting and fracturing at Yucca Mountain. Based on

this analysis, we find that in areas where detailed studies

have been conducted, displacements on mapped faults can

be used as indicators of distributed deformation at smaller

scales within the adjacent rock.

2. Background

Surface exposures at Yucca Mountain consist of faulted

and fractured Miocene silicic volcanic rocks, primarily the

Tiva Canyon Tuff of the Paintbrush Group (Sawyer et al.,

1994). Also part of the Paintbrush Group, but less well-

exposed than and stratigraphically below the Tiva Canyon

Tuff, is the Topopah Spring Tuff. The DOE has designated a

series of welded units within the Topopah Spring Tuff as the

proposed Repository Host Horizon (RHH). Specifically, the

RHH consists of the lower third of the upper lithophysal

zone, and the middle nonlithophysal, lower lithophysal, and

lower nonlithophysal zones of the crystal-poor member of

the Topopah Spring Tuff (CRWMS M&O, 2001). The

top of the RHH is represented as a horizon within the

DOE Geologic Framework Model version 3.1 (CRWMS

M&O, 2000b), which is a three-dimensional interpret-

ation of the structure and stratigraphy at Yucca Mountain

(Fig. 2a and b).

The structural geology of Yucca Mountain is dominated

by west-dipping, extensional faults with strikes between

0008 and 0308 (e.g. Ferrill et al., 1999a; Figs. 1b and 2). Slip

on these faults has generated the eastward-dipping fault

blocks that characterize the area. Faulting developed in the

Paintbrush Group tuffs at Yucca Mountain over the last 13

million years in a stress system with a vertical s1, initially

with s3 directed approximately W, then evolving to the

current situation with s3 directed toward the NW (Zoback

et al., 1981; Morris et al., 1996). In addition to the dominant

normal faults, small numbers of strike-slip and reverse

faults have been mapped (Day et al., 1998a,b; Mongano

et al., 1999).

Thus far, fault characterization at Yucca Mountain has

progressed along three tracks. First, the area has been

mapped by traditional field geological methods at a variety

of scales (Scott and Bonk, 1984; Simonds et al., 1995; Day

et al., 1998a,b). Second, fault and fracture data have been

collected from detailed pavement mapping at the surface of

Yucca Mountain (e.g. Barton and Hsieh, 1989; Barton et al.,

1993; Barton and Larsen, 1985; Sweetkind et al., 1997;

Dunne et al., 2003) with the goal of determining the

influence of these structures on the infiltration of surface

water into the subsurface and as analogs for fracturing that

might be encountered in the subsurface. Third, the tunnel

walls of the ESF and ECRB have provided detailed fault and

fracture data. This dataset was collected by mapping of

tunnel walls and detailed line surveys conducted during the

active tunneling phase (Mongano et al., 1999; CRWMS

M&O, 2000a,b; Appendix A). Traditional geological

mapping is capable of detecting and representing faults

with displacements greater than about 1.5 m, under favor-

able circumstances, or greater than 5 m elsewhere (Day

et al., 1998a,b). In contrast, mapping of tunnel walls, where

colluvium and vegetation do not obscure the rock, recorded

faults with displacements as small as 0.02 m (Mongano

et al., 1999; CRWMS M&O, 2000a).

Larger (field-mappable) faults are important indicators of

the overall structure and fault block deformation at Yucca

Mountain (e.g. Young et al., 1992a,b; Ferrill and Morris,

2001). Smaller faults are more difficult to detect using

surface geological mapping techniques but are more

numerous than larger faults. For example, the North Ramp

of the ESF traverses beneath the mapped traces of 14 faults

with displacements of 5–50 m (Day et al., 1998a,b),

whereas mapping of the tunnel walls (CRWMS M&O,

1998, 2000a; Appendix A) of the North Ramp identified 262

faults with displacements as small as 0.02 m. Although

small faults do not accommodate a major component of

regional-scale deformation, they do influence permeability

architecture, rockfall potential, failure strength and fracture

characteristics (U.S. Department of Energy, 1998).

3. Fault displacement gradients; faults and fractures

Wherever faults exhibit displacement gradients, strain is

distributed into adjacent fault blocks. Two primary

components of this strain in the case of extensional faults

are: (i) cutoff parallel elongation (Ferrill and Morris, 2001)

(Fig. 3a–e), and (ii) strike-perpendicular distributed defor-

mation in zones of displacement deficit, which has been

recognized in the Canyonlands (Utah) (Trudgill and Cart-

wright, 1994), the English Midlands Coalfield (Peacock and

Sanderson, 1994; Childs et al., 1995; Huggins et al., 1995),

the Basin and Range of southwest USA, and the Newark

Basin in the northeast USA (Anders and Schlische, 1994)

(Fig. 3f). Both of these strain distribution mechanisms can

be recognized at Yucca Mountain (Fig. 2b), where they are

manifest as faults and fractures at scales smaller than the

principal faults that generated them.
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3.1. Cutoff-parallel elongation

Fault-cutoff-parallel elongations experienced by rock

adjacent to faults are determined by fault displacement

gradients, fault slip vectors, and initial stratal orientations

(Ferrill and Morris, 2001). Elongation parallel to the stratal

cutoff line (line of intersection between rock strata and fault

plane) can be positive (length increase; Fig. 3a, c and d) or

negative (length decrease; Fig. 3b and d) and depends only

on angular relationships (Ferrill and Morris, 2001). There-

fore, the elongation can be calculated for sections of a fault

between cutoff line data points. Details of stratal cutoff lines

for all principal geologic strata (horizons) at Yucca

Mountain can be extracted from the DOE Geologic

Framework Model (CRWMS M&O, 2000b; Fig. 2a and

b). The resulting data can be assembled into a 3D fault

gap model for any given horizon. In this paper we use a fault

gap model for the top of the RHH generated from data

within the DOE Geologic Framework Model (CRWMS

M&O, 2000b) (Fig. 2b), because it is the top of the

lithologic package that the DOE has selected to host the

proposed repository.

3.1.1. Fault slip vectors

Using the 3D fault gap model, detailed geometry of the

fault surfaces between offset cutoff lines can be generated

(Fig. 2c). These surfaces can then be used to determine the

slip vector field throughout the study area. This is done by

using slip tendency analysis (Morris et al., 1996) to

investigate a range of stress systems likely to have been

extant at the time of faulting. In computing slip tendency,

the directions of maximum resolved shear stress on a fault

surface are computed. For any portion of the fault surface,

the direction of maximum resolved shear stress is the

probable slip direction (e.g. Bott, 1959; Morris et al., 1996).

Each stress system will yield a unique slip vector field. By

using a range of stress systems likely to have been operating

during faulting, a range of slip vector fields can be

computed, and their effects on cutoff elongation can be

examined.

Fig. 4. Circular histograms of features indicating fault strikes at Yucca Mountain. (a) Cumulative fault trace length (data from Geologic Framework Model

version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b)), (b) Fault segment length weighted by cumulative EW heave (data from Geologic Framework Model version 3.1

(CRWMS M&O, 2000b)), (c) Scarps and lineaments in alluvium indicating probable late Quaternary fault motion (data from Simonds et al., 1995), (d) Fault

traces, bedrock–alluvium contacts and other features indicating possible late Quaternary fault motion (data from Simonds et al., 1995).
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The period of most active faulting at Yucca Mountain is

generally thought to have been during the Miocene (13–

10 Ma) (Sawyer et al., 1994; Morris et al., 1996; Snow and

Wernicke, 2000). At that time, the orientation of extension

(i.e. minimum principal stress) was between WSW (2608)

and NW (3008) (Zoback et al., 1981; Morris et al., 1996).

Vertical principal stress for input into the analysis was

determined primarily by assuming lithostatic loading, which

is approximately 21 MPa at a depth of about 1 km for rocks

with densities similar to those at Yucca Mountain (Ferrill

et al., 1999b). In order for the rocks to have been close to

failure, and thus to have experienced active faulting, the

differential stress (s1 2 s3) at 1 km depth must have been

approximately 15 MPa (Hoek and Brown, 1988; Mandl,

1988), therefore the minimum stress (s3) would have been

on the order of 6 MPa. Given these two constraints, s2 could

have varied within these limits. High values of s2 (low

values of the stress ratio R, where R ¼ (s1 2 s2)/

(s1 2 s3)) give rise to conditions conducive to both normal

and strike-slip faulting (Morris et al., 1996). Lower s2 (and

higher R) values would give rise to less strike-slip faulting.

Data from borehole breakouts, active faulting, earth-

quake nodal planes, and fault orientations indicate that

Yucca Mountain currently experiences a normal faulting

Fig. 5. (a)–(e). Series of five cutoff elongation maps illustrating a simple tectonic history for Yucca Mountain in which regional extension rotates progressively

clockwise from 260 to 3008. Maps of traces of faults at Yucca Mountain where they intersect with the Repository Host Horizon (data extracted from the DOE

Geologic Framework Model version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b)). The cutoff elongation for each segment of the cutoff lines is displayed color-coded

according to the scale in 2% increments. All cutoff lines in each map are modeled as subject to the same stress tensor throughout the map and assuming a

horizontal (pre-faulting) bedding orientation. (f)–(j) Maps (a)–(e) showing only fault traces that have experienced greater than 250 m of throw. (k) Map of the

distribution of fault segments with throw values greater than 250 m.
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regional stress condition with s3 oriented approximately

NW (3008 azimuth), and a s2 value close to that of s1 (Stock

et al., 1985; Stock and Healy, 1988; Harmsen, 1994; Morris

et al., 1996; Ferrill et al., 1999b). This stress system

accounts for the dominance of normal faulting in the area

and the synchronous oblique-slip to strike-slip activity on

many NW-striking faults. It is also consistent with

interpretations of the slip events associated with the 1992

Little Skull Mountain earthquake (Harmsen, 1994; Morris

et al., 1996) which occurred at a depth of about 8 km, 16 km

ESE of Yucca Mountain.

Models of the Cenozoic tectonic evolution of North

America, during which the Juan de Fuca Ridge was

subducted beneath North America creating the San Andreas

fault system (Atwater, 1970; Snow and Wernicke, 2000)

explain the transition of the Great Basin from compressional

to extensional tectonics. Within this context, extension at

Yucca Mountain has reached its current orientation by

clockwise rotation of the stress field around a vertical axis

since about 20 Ma (Zoback et al., 1981; Morris et al., 1996).

Zoback et al. (1981) show an orientation of approximately

WSW for horizontal extension during the time period 20–

10 Ma and an extension direction of WNW from 10 Ma to

the present (Zoback et al., 1981). Strikes of normal faults

that cut the 12.8 Ma and younger volcanic rocks at Yucca

Mountain show a pronounced maximum from 0058 to 0158,

as seen in a length-weighted circular histogram (Fig. 4a). A

heave-weighted circular histogram of normal fault strike

directions (Fig. 4b) exhibits a similar, but broader maximum

(from 3558 to 0158). Variability in the orientations of normal

faults could indicate rotation of extension direction with

time; however, the great preponderance of data indicating

an approximately west-directed extension direction (azi-

muth of 2658 to 2858; Fig. 4a–d) suggests that most

deformation occurred, or at least initiated, early in the

rotation history. In the context of the analysis presented in

this paper, stress rotation during the last 12.8 million years

modifies the detailed character and distribution of cutoff

elongation (Fig. 5a–e).

3.1.2. Initial stratal orientation

The orientation of a stratal cutoff line with respect to the

slip vector influences the nature and magnitude of the

elongation experienced by that cutoff line (Ferrill and

Morris, 2001). In the case of the volcanic tuffs at Yucca

Mountain, strata were probably sub-horizontal prior to

faulting. However, as faulting progressed, an east dip

developed in fault blocks. The increasing east dip of strata

modified the detailed character and distribution of cutoff

elongation.

3.2. Progressive deformation at Yucca Mountain

Deformation in fault blocks starts with the initiation of

fault displacement and continues to accumulate over time

with each increment of fault slip. This progressive

deformation of fault blocks is in accord with changing

stress state, fault geometry, and stratal orientation. The

deformation state at any given time is the result of this

accumulated deformation. Single maps of fault cutoff

elongation cannot capture the full deformation history. For

example, early in the history of faulting, when the regional

extension direction was approximately WSW, there would

have been fewer, shorter, and smaller (in terms of

displacement) faults at Yucca Mountain than are currently

present, similar to the early stages of extensional fault

system development seen in analog model experiments

(Ackermann et al., 2001; Sims et al., 2004). Extension

direction has rotated over time, and as faults grew, the slip

vectors on those faults would have changed concomitantly

with the changing stress conditions and fault orientations.

Fault growth would also have controlled stratal dip in fault

blocks and, consequently, cutoff line orientations would

have evolved through time.

Fault cutoff maps have been constructed for all the

present-day faults represented in the DOE Geologic

Framework Model, version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b)

using a range of stress tensor magnitudes and orientations

and initial stratal dips. For each case, all faults are subjected

to the same regional stress system and conditions of initial

stratal orientation. Faults with orientations that deviate

markedly from the regional average probably initiated in

response to local variations in the regional stress system (the

result of displacement gradients on the larger faults), and

therefore the modeled cutoff elongations would only apply

when the local perturbation had been relieved by slip on that

fault or faults. Once the local perturbation had been

relieved, the fault responded to the full regional stress

field, and either the modeled elongations became relevant,

or the fault became inactive as its slip tendency fell below

the threshold for slip. These maps are illustrated in

Appendix B and represent the likely range of conditions

that could have been experienced at Yucca Mountain. As

such, they are a means for assessing the likelihood that fault

blocks have experienced significant strain resulting from

fault cutoff elongation in a variety of local tectonic

scenarios.

3.2.1. Cutoff elongation maps

The earliest extension direction experienced by the

volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain was probably 2608

(Zoback et al., 1981; Fig. 5). At that time (12.8 Ma), the

newly erupted rocks were probably close to horizontal in

orientation. The strong preferred orientation of all faults

(Fig. 4) and the common occurrence of near strike-slip

motion on NW–SE-trending faults indicates a stress

magnitude ratio R that is low, approximately 0.25–0.3

(Morris et al., 1996). Since about 10 Ma the extension

direction at Yucca Mountain has rotated clockwise to about

3008. Therefore a simple tectonic history would be

characterized by a stress tensor of s1 ¼ 21 MPa (vertical),

s2 ¼ 17 MPa, and s3 ¼ 6 MPa (horizontal), and that
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rotated 408 clockwise about a vertical axis from 12.8 Ma to

present. Simplicity would also dictate initially horizontal

beds throughout. Therefore, using this simple interpretation

of the local tectonic history, cutoff elongation strains at

Yucca Mountain over the last 12.8 Ma can be portrayed by

Fig. 5a–e. The principal source of uncertainty in these maps

is the number of faults represented; it is likely that many of

the faults shown would not have existed throughout the time

of active faulting. Those that did exist were likely shorter

and accommodated less displacement than they now exhibit.

3.2.2. Interpretation of cutoff elongation maps

Cutoff elongation strains calculated using the method

described by Ferrill and Morris (2001) are scale indepen-

dent: they take no account of the magnitude of the volume of

rock affected. However, a large-displacement fault with

high cutoff elongation will affect a large volume of adjacent

fault block compared with a small-displacement fault that

has similarly high cutoff strains. Thus, small-displacement

faults may not generate map scale strain features as a result

of cutoff elongation strains. The greatest effects of fault

cutoff elongation are likely to be manifest where fault

displacement is greatest. Fig. 5k illustrates the geographic

distribution of fault sections that have throws greater than

250 m. Using these large-throw fault sections as a screen to

suppress faults with smaller throw for maps in Fig. 5a–e

yields the maps in Fig. 5f–j. Portions of these large-throw

fault sections also have high values of cutoff elongation and

are thus more likely to have generated mappable defor-

mation features. There are five principal areas that exhibit

both high throw and high strain consistently over the last

12.8 million years.

The Northern Windy Wash fault and its interaction with

the Fatigue Wash fault through the West Ridge connecting

fault system (Figs. 1b and 2) has already been identified as

an area of high cutoff elongation strain, and is discussed in

detail by Ferrill and Morris (2001). An approximately 5-km-

long portion of the Solitario Canyon fault (Figs. 1b and 2)

also exhibits both high throw and high cutoff elongation

strain (Fig. 5). This section of the Solitario Canyon fault

connects with four other faults at angles of 60–808. Three

sections of the Paintbrush Canyon fault have both high

throw and high cutoff elongation strain (Fig. 5). Of these,

the northern two are inferred fault traces covered by

alluvium and are not considered further. The southernmost

section is exposed in part, and two fault branch lines

coincide with zones of high cutoff elongation strain

(Figs. 1b, 2 and 5). Fault branching at high angles to the

principal fault are manifestations of cutoff elongation strain

accommodated by map scale faults. Other faults that exhibit

high values of cutoff elongation strain are likely to have

generated structures that accommodate this strain but

because total displacement is small, the scale of these

structures is commensurately small and they have not been

recorded by field mapping.

3.3. Segmented faults and distributed deformation

Displacement patterns on the four dominant faults at

Yucca Mountain (Northern Windy Wash, Fatigue Wash,

Solitario Canyon, and Paintbrush Canyon faults; Figs. 5k

Fig. 6. East–west component of horizontal displacement (heave) on the major faults at Yucca Mountain. Plotted here are the heave profiles for the Solitario

Canyon (thick black line), Paintbrush Canyon (thin black line), Northern Windy Wash (dashed black line), and Fatigue Wash faults (dotted black line). In

addition, the cumulative (combined) heave of these four faults (thin gray line) is shown together with the cumulative heave of all faults (thick gray line) within

the DOE Geologic Framework Model version 3.1. Bold vertical lines at the ends of lines indicate the points at which the faults are truncated by the edges of the

model.
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Fig. 7. The Ghost Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system. (a) Map from Day et al. (1998a) with the Ghost Dance and Abandoned Wash faults highlighted,

together with the connecting fault that breaches the extensional relay ramp between the two faults. The northing scales of (b)–(d) are the same. (b) Throw

profiles of the Ghost Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system for the interval: northing ¼ 4074850–4079150 m, using data from the DOE Geologic Framework

Model version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b). (c) Throw gradient along the Ghost Dance fault (thick black line) and part of the connecting fault (thin black line)

plotted against fracture intensity (number of fractures per 5 m interval: black dots; 12 cycle moving average of 5 m interval data: thick gray line) for 16,570

fractures in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) Main Drift tunnel for interval: northing ¼ 4076000–4079150 m (Appendix A). See text for discussion. (d)

Strike of 16,570 fractures within the ESF Main Drift tunnel (Appendix A) for the same interval of northing as (c). Note the continuous change in strike of the

strongest orientation cluster from north (strike approximately 1108) to south (strike approximately 1508).
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and 6) indicate that they have operated as part of a

segmented fault system in which the collective assem-

blage of faults has a coherent cumulative displacement

profile (e.g. Walsh and Watterson, 1991; Anders and

Schlische, 1994; Peacock and Sanderson, 1994; Dawers

and Anders, 1995; Huggins et al., 1995; Willemse et al.,

1996; Ferrill et al., 1999a; Walsh et al., 2003), and

therefore have the potential to rupture in concert in the

event of a major earthquake (Anders and Schlische,

1994; Ferrill et al., 1999a). The Paintbrush Canyon and

Solitario Canyon faults, for example, have an inverse

displacement relationship south of about 4077000 (UTM

northing in meters) (Fig. 6); north of 4077000 the

inverse relationship continues, although the combined

heave of these faults decreases. This local decrease

(deficit) in cumulative heave is in part compensated for

by the presence of both the Northern Windy Wash and

Fatigue Wash faults. At approximately 4074500 there is

a drop in the heave of both the Solitario Canyon and

Paintbrush Canyon faults, this is where the Iron Ridge

fault (not plotted in Fig. 6) connects with the Solitario

Canyon fault and accommodates a significant proportion

of the total heave. Other apparent heave deficits in the

cumulative heave profile (at approximately 4075500 and

4079200) are not real, but are the result of data

truncation on the Northern Windy Wash and Fatigue

Fig. 7 (continued )
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Wash faults at the western edge of the DOE Geologic

Framework Model version 3.1 volume (CRWMS M&O,

2000b). Transfer of displacement between two overlapping

extensional faults can be accomplished in a number of ways,

for example increased stratal dip in the area of interaction is

commonly observed (Huggins et al., 1995), as is an increase in

the number of smaller faults and fractures contributing to the

regional extension in the area of overlap between principal

faults (e.g. Anders and Schlische, 1994). However, this fault

and fracture density increase is not necessarily confined to

overlap zones or relay ramps (Fig. 3f). Such an increase is an

important component of fault block deformation in the Ghost

Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system at Yucca Mountain.

4. Ghost Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system

Using a combination of geologic maps and data from

the Department of Energy’s Geologic Framework Model

version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b), we have identified

an area of interaction between the Ghost Dance and

Abandoned Wash faults (Area 4 in figure 9a of Ferrill

and Morris, 2001). This area is of special interest

because the Ghost Dance fault intersects the ESF (Fig.

7a). This area represents one of the few opportunities to

evaluate extremely detailed fault and fracture data in the

context of the larger faults mapped by traditional field

geological methods. Fault and fracture mapping of the

ESF Main Drift (azimuth 1838) documents 16,570

fractures in this section of tunnel (CRWMS M&O,

1998, 2000a,b; Appendix A).

4.1. Analysis of Ghost Dance fault displacements and ESF

fracture data

4.1.1. Description

Graphs of throw and cumulative throw versus northing

were prepared for the Ghost Dance, Abandoned Wash, and

Fig. 8. (a) Throw profiles of the Ghost Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system for the interval: northing ¼ 4074000–4079150 m, using data from the DOE

Geologic Framework Model version 3.1 (CRWMS M&O, 2000b). (b) Outline map of the Ghost Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system with the predominant

fault and fracture orientations for each 500 m section (arrowed) of the Exploratory Studies Facility Main Drift (Mongano et al., 1999). Superimposed on the

area of interaction between the Ghost Dance and Abandoned Wash faults is a map of fault density calculated as fault trace length per area (km/km2) for a 100 m

by 100 m window moved in increments of 50 m both EW and NS. Note that the color scale of fault density is not linear. Fault traces were extracted from the

Day et al. (1998a) map as shown in (c).
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Connecting faults from 4074850 to 4079100 m northing

(Fig. 7b). Throw gradient was calculated for the Ghost

Dance and Connecting faults (thick and thin black lines,

respectively, in Fig. 7c) over the northing interval where

these faults run parallel and adjacent to the Main Drift of the

ESF. Plotted against the throw gradient curve is a measure

of fracture intensity (number of fractures per 5 m interval of

tunnel) derived from the fractures mapped in the Main Drift

tunnel (CRWMS M&O, 1998, 2000a,b; Appendix A; thick

gray line in Fig. 7c) which lies entirely within the Topopah

Spring, welded, lithophysal-poor tuff (Tsw2) (CRWMS

M&O, 1998). To represent the variation in fracture trend,

the strikes of all 16,570 fractures are plotted against

northing (Fig. 7d). We have defined four areas that illustrate

the relationship between fault displacement patterns and

fracture intensity; these are labeled 1–4 in Fig. 7b and c.

4.1.1.1. Area 1: northing interval 4079100–4077700 m.

Both throw gradient on the Ghost Dance fault and fracture

intensity in the Main Drift tunnel increase more or less

continuously from north to south. The throw gradient curve

has a major spike where the Sundance fault joins the Ghost

Dance fault obliquely, which is not reflected in the fracture

intensity data (Fig. 7a–c). The Sundance fault is a NW-

trending fault, mapped in the hanging wall of the Ghost

Dance fault north of about 4077700 m northing. Although in

Fig. 7a (after Day et al., 1998a) the Sundance fault is shown

as discontinuous, other workers show this fault connecting

with the Ghost Dance fault at about 4077700 m northing

(CRWMS M&O, 2000b).

4.1.1.2. Area 2: northing interval 4077700–4077150 m.

The throw gradient on the Ghost Dance fault exhibits a

broad minimum roughly coincident with the throw maxi-

mum on the Ghost Dance fault (Fig. 7a and b). Within this

broad throw gradient low is a double maxima high. Over the

same interval the fracture intensity data define a complex

broad peak.

4.1.1.3. Area 3: northing interval 4077050–4076925 m.

The throw gradient has a sharp peak and trough near the tip

of the Abandoned Wash fault and the northern part of the

overlap zone between the Ghost Dance and Abandoned

Wash faults. Fracture intensity falls to a minimum,

coincident with the throw gradient minimum.

4.1.1.4. Area 4: northing interval 4076925–4076250 m. A

broad high in throw gradient marks most of the remainder of

the overlap zone between the Ghost Dance and Abandoned

Wash faults, with a sharp spike at the tip of the Ghost Dance

fault. The fracture intensity data also exhibits a high that is

approximately coincident with the throw gradient high.

4.1.1.5. Fracture orientations. The predominant strike of

fractures in the ESF changes smoothly and continuously

from 1108 to 1508 from north to south along the Main Drift

over a distance of about 2.5 km (Fig. 7d). A less well-

defined, orthogonal population of fractures exhibits a similar

variation. Between northing 4079100 and 4078500 m the

strike of the most prominent fractures observed within the

Main Drift of the ESF is approximately 75–808 from

the strike of the Ghost Dance fault (Fig. 8b). South of

4078500 m N, the angle between the most prominent

fracture trend and the Ghost Dance fault decreases to 65–

708, and this angular difference is maintained as the Ghost

Dance fault changes strike within its zone of interaction

with the Abandoned Wash fault.

4.1.2. Interpretation

We interpret the close correspondence between the

pattern of throw gradient on the Ghost Dance fault and

fracture intensity observed in the ESF primarily as the result

of cutoff-parallel elongation. There are three cases, one in

each of Areas 1–3, where there is a mismatch between the

throw gradient and fracture intensity curves.

4.1.2.1. Area 1: northing interval 4079100–4077700 m.

Where the Sundance fault intersects the Ghost Dance fault

(Fig. 7a–c) there is a spike in the throw gradient (Fig. 7c),

which is not reflected by a similar spike in the fracture

intensity data. The throw gradient intersection point with the

Sundance fault and the location of the Sundance fault in the

ESF tunnel do not share the same northing value because

the Sundance fault is oblique to the Ghost Dance fault and

ESF. The lack of increased fracturing is likely the result of

the Sundance fault having accommodated the throw

gradient, obviating the need for increased fracture intensity.

4.1.2.2. Area 2: northing interval 4077700–4077150 m.

The broad low in the Ghost Dance fault throw gradient

(thick line in Fig. 7c) is matched by a broad high in the

fracture intensity curve (thick gray line in Fig. 7c). This is

also the region of greatest throw on the Ghost Dance fault

(Fig. 7b). Within the throw gradient low is a double maxima

high which closely corresponds to the shape of the fracture

intensity peak. Although this portion of the Ghost Dance

fault does not currently exhibit high throw gradients, it is the

location on the fault of greatest total slip, and therefore the

potential for having accumulated damage in rocks adjacent

to the fault is greater here than anywhere else along the

fault.

4.1.2.3. Area 3: northing interval 4077050–4076925 m.

The third area of mismatch, at about northing 4077050 m

(Fig. 7c), is enigmatic and we currently have no good

explanation for its presence.

4.1.2.4. Fracture orientations. The principal fractures

present in the Main Drift of the ESF are likely the result

of the cutoff-parallel elongation generated by slip on the

Ghost Dance fault. North of the zone of interaction with the

Abandoned Wash fault these fractures formed at a high
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angle to the fault strike. This angle decreases into the zone

of overlap and net displacement deficit because the bulk

extension direction in this zone is rotated clockwise to

accommodate the fault-strike-perpendicular component of

extension resulting from the displacement deficit (e.g.

Anders and Schlische, 1994; and see below). Using an

independent approach, based on stress perturbations result-

ing from fault displacement gradients during active faulting,

Dunne et al. (2003) found that extension fractures would

form at high angles to fault strike in cooling tuffs erupted

immediately prior to fault slip (Sweetkind et al., 2004).

4.2. Analysis of fault-perpendicular extension in the Ghost

Dance–Abandoned Wash fault system

4.2.1. Description

An extensional fault relay ramp (e g. Childs et al., 1995)

has developed between the Ghost Dance and Abandoned

Wash faults (Ferrill and Morris, 2001). A connecting fault

has been mapped (Day et al., 1998a,b) that breaches the

ramp and connects the Ghost Dance and Abandoned Wash

faults (Fig. 7). We define the zone of interaction between the

Ghost Dance and Abandoned Wash faults as the area of

overlap between the two main faults, plus the extent of the

connecting fault (between 4075000 and 4077000 m north;

Fig. 7). Summing throw on the Ghost Dance, Abandoned

Wash, and Connecting faults reveals a local decrease in the

cumulative displacement between 4075000 and 4077000 m

north, and a zone of greatest displacement deficit between

about 4075200 and 4076000 m north (Figs. 7b and 8a). The

zone of greatest displacement deficit is not within the

overlap between the Ghost Dance and Abandoned Wash

faults (Fig. 8a and b). Using the map of Day et al. (1998a)

we measured fault densities in an area encompassing the

zone of interaction between the Ghost Dance and Aban-

doned Wash faults (Fig. 8). Fault density is here defined as

total fault trace length per unit area. We used a 100-m-

square moving window (increment of movement ¼ 50 m)

to calculate densities (as km/km2), and these are plotted in

Fig. 8b.

4.2.2. Interpretation

The area of highest fault density has a north–south extent

that is coincident with the zone of greatest displacement

deficit on the principal, adjacent faults (Ghost Dance,

Abandoned Wash and connecting faults; Fig. 8a and b).

Furthermore, these faults have similar orientations to the

principal faults. We interpret this high density of smaller

scale, intrablock, faulting as displacement compensation for

the displacement deficit on the principal faults (Fig. 8a and

b). Such displacement partitioning need not be confined to

the area of overlap between faults.

5. Conclusions

Detailed analyses of the data available for Yucca

Mountain reveal that displacement distributions on the

larger faults have a strong influence on the orientation and

distribution of smaller faults and fractures. Two aspects of

displacement-driven deformation are cutoff elongation and

displacement deficit compensation.

Cutoff elongation and the resulting distribution and

orientation of fractures within fault blocks are sensitive to:

stress system, resulting slip directions at the time of faulting,

and the initial bed orientation. Analyses of strains generated

by fault displacement gradients indicate that some parts of

Yucca Mountain have experienced sufficient cutoff

elongation coupled with high fault displacement to generate

map scale structures to accommodate the strain. At a smaller

scale, fracture intensities recorded by detailed mapping

within the ESF tunnel can be interpreted within the context

of displacement patterns on the adjacent Ghost Dance fault.

The variable extension direction at Yucca Mountain since

the inception of faulting (about 12.8 Ma) suggests that

cumulative strain patterns are likely complex and strains

generated by fault displacement are more pervasive than a

single stress state ‘snapshot’ would suggest.

Displacement deficit compensation is illustrated by the

example of the Ghost Dance–Abandoned Wash fault

system. The area of interaction between these two faults

exhibits a marked cumulative displacement deficit, not

confined to the area of overlap between the principal faults.

This area contains a large number of small faults oriented

sub-parallel to the larger faults and contributing to the

overall extension. The fault density in this locality is

anomalously high, approximately twice that of surrounding

areas outside the influence of the displacement deficit zone.

We have shown that there is considerable variability in

terms of orientation and intensity in the fault and fracture

framework of Yucca Mountain. It should be recognized that

different fault blocks experience different deformation

histories, producing different strain states. Analysis of the

fault and fracture framework of any fault block would

benefit from considering the possibility that displacement

patterns on bounding faults have influenced strain intensity

and hence caused variability in the orientation and intensity

of small-scale faulting and fracturing.
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Appendix A

Fault and fracture data from the ESF were used in this

paper. These data are described and referenced in CRWMS

M&O (2000a) as: Data Tracking Number (DTN):

MO9904MWDFPG16.000; File: zz_sep_215405.txt; File

description: S99189_001 DATA REPORT. Table descrip-

tion: Fracture attitude data for full periphery geotechnical

mapping of strike and dip data entry correction analysis, 10/

07/1998 to 03/19/1999. TDIF: 308156 (Table A1).

Appendix B

A series of 15 cutoff elongation maps (Fig. A1)

illustrating the influence of stress tensor R value (see

equation in Section 3.1.1; maps a–e), direction of extension

(s3; maps f–j), and stratal orientation (dip; maps k–o) at the

time of fault initiation. Controlling parameters are listed in

Table A1. The maps are traces of faults at Yucca Mountain

where they intersect with the RHH (data extracted from the

DOE Geologic Framework Model version 3.1 (CRWMS

M&O, 2000b)). The cutoff elongation for each segment of

the cutoff lines is color-coded according to the scale in 2%

increments. All cutoff lines in each map are modeled as

subject to the same stress tensor throughout the map and

assuming the same initial (pre-faulting) bedding orientation.

Each map illustrates different conditions of stress and initial

bedding orientation and these conditions are shown in the

inset at top right of each map.
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